In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean’s list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester’s work.

Mahdi Mohammed S Al Numays
Hassan Abaidallah H Almohammadi
Samuel Taylor Andrews
Cooper Lee Austin
Sawyer James Awald
Ryan Neil Baker
Arlynn Celeste Baker
Jonathan Lee Barham
Joshua Blake Barlow
George Patrick Bell
Emanuel Benitez
Alex C Berner
James Caleb Madison Bishop
Jacob Michael Boyd
Tanner Leigh Brookshire
Gregory Lee Bumgarner
Dustin Wayne Burgess
Joshua Blake Barlow
Milton James Canupp
Julio Darwin Carrillo Diaz
Jeffrey Ryan Carter
Richard Chad Cartner
Tanner McNiell Dellinger
Emma Meaghan Castanho
Kaycey Lynne Carmichael
Jacob Daniel Cannell
Tanner Jonathan DeWitt
Brady Alan Chapman
Anthony James Christensen
Clyde Mathus Church
Terail Wayne Clonts
Jeffrey Kenneth Cochran
Jesse Hayden Crotts
Lauren Jayce Davis
Thomas Carson Deck
Tanner McNeill Dellinger
Charles David Detwiler
Wesley Edward Dixon
Brandon Scott Dulaney
Noah Allan Dunham
Natasha H Earney
Paul Colton Estes
Karen Marie Farmer
Gregory Neil Farris
Matthew Kevin Fitzgerald
Keaton Brent Foster
John Joseph Frederick
Jacob Ray Friesen
Kaleb Joseph Frizzell
Holly Lee Gaines
Anthony Logan Gentry
Ian Ginyard
Corey Ethan Glickman
Joshua Mason Gragg
Christopher Eric Graybeal
Lance Aaron Gregory
Adam Cole Gropp
Madeline Ashley Haneline
Casey Randall Harlereaod
Devon Bradley Harper
Darus Landon Hawkins
Wesley Blake Hawn
Benjamin Charles Hayes
David Alan Hedrick
Zachary Russel Henderson
Grayson Todd Henson
Matthew Connor Harp
James Todd Haswell
Tanner John Hollis
Michael Lamar House
Christopher Shawn Houser
Jeremy Brandon Howell
Jenna Leigh Hummer
Tai Nguyen Huynh
David Hunter Incose
Justin Forrest James
Rusty Jacob Jenkins
Wesley Byron Johnson
Steven Kyle Johnson
Brandon Mark Jordan
Mary Kaylen Kiser
Jacob Cameron Knapp
Russlan Kram
Jordan Charles Lannuier
Richard Ryan Lavalooe
Monty Steven Leard
Larry Ben Ledford
Jacob T Lewallen
Tony Lee Lunsford
Jonathan M Lutz
Jordan Tyler Lynn
Andrew T Mack
Gloria Victoria Mariscal
Hermes Esteban Marquez
Lane Alexander Martin
William Charles McCray
Dustin Heath Melton
Jesse Lamar Miller
Effen Humberto Miranda
Anthony Mongold
Eric Moreland
John Paul Tyler Morris
Glenn Darius Morrison
Benjamin Sheldon Mudry
Wesley Dalton Mull
Nicholas Alan Neal
David Nathaniel Nestler
Chris Newman
Ronald Chad Nichols
Angela Elise Nolan
Taylor D Parks
Jefrey Robert Parlier
Taylor James Peckuekonis
Robert Benjamin Perry
Patrick Michael Pollock
Lyle Wesley Pope
Mitchell Taylor Powell
Scott C Price
Kevin Anthony Puetz
William Francis Quigley
Jonathan Rakowski
Ronald James Regan
Spencer C Rhodes
Tami Trelax Rhom
Matthew Miller Rink
Brian Scruggs
Jonathon David Sells
Bryson Brett Shannon
Rachel Adele Shiniskie
Dylan L Shook
Colin McKinnley Shook
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi
Christopher Michael Sigmon
Drew Brookshire Singleton
Jeremy James Smith
Shawn Klein Smotherman
Jacob Aaron Spurling
Bailey Tristan Jay Stillman
Lauren Stokes
Sawyer Steven Strand
Bennett Jacob Street
Melissa Rae Strickland
Timothy Brandon Sylva
Jordan Marcus Talley
Steven D Tate
Jastin Capuyan Telles
Blake Thomas
Christopher Paul Toney
Michael Steven Toscano
Pablo Joaquin Valenzuela
Dalton P Vansteen
James Phillip Walker
Jessie Ray Walker
Daniel Clayton Wallace
Johnathan Ray Wallen
Alex Logan Walsh
Rodney Jonathan Waters
Austin J Waters
Nicholas A Watson
Cody Watts
Joshua Pate Weaver
Travis Nathaniel Whitaker
Christian Michael White Sizer
James Michael Williams
Ian Robert Williams
Brandon Peter Williamson
David Adam Worley
Dakota Grant Wright
David Daniel York III
Tracy David Young